Using ideas of Makar-Limanov, we construct noncommutative free subalgebras in certain division algebras which arise as fields of fractions of skew polynomial rings. Our result applies in particular to the Weyi division algebra D,.
[L, Theorem 2.2]. Also, if ta = t -1 and char¿= 0, then D = Q(Ka[X]) is the Weyl division algebra Dx = Q(t[X, Y]/(XY -YX -1)) (take t = XY). Thus we
also recover the main result of Makar-Limanov's article [ML1] . We emphasize, however, that the crucial ideas used in the proof of the theorem come directly from Makar-Limanov's papers [ML1 and ML2] . In fact, if 4 is algebraically closed, then every a g Autjr(AT) of infinite order is conjugate to one of the above two types of automorphisms and so the theorem could be deduced from the above special cases. Thus we only take credit for the presentation and the unified approach to MakarLimanov's results.
Throughout, / will denote a commutative field.
Lemmas on Aut/(4(t)).
Let K = 4(t) be the rational function field over i. Then every a g Aut,(.rí ) acts by a fractional linear transformation '"Ttil with (c í)-"(»;O«roLa0O.
The effect of replacing the primitive element t of K/i by tT, r g Aut¿(K), is described by the formula M(a; tT) = M(r; t) ■ M(a; t) ■ M(t; t)~l.
PGL2(/) also operates by fractional linear transformations on Pl(d) = /U {oo}, and oo is a fixed point for (" hd) g PGL2(/) if and only if c = 0. Lemma 1. Let K = 4(t) and let a g Aut^K) be such that S = M(a; t) satisfies S' ■ oo * oo for alii* 0. Then {/• -f\ft=-K} C\d[t]Q A.
Proof. Let / g K be given with /" -/ g 4[t] and let A be the set of poles in P1(4) for the function f. Then clearly B = S ■ A is the set of poles for / and any element in the symmetric difference D = (A U B)\(A O B) is a pole for /" -/. But \A\ = \B\ so \D\ = 2(\A\ -\A n F|) is an even integer. By assumption, /" -/ has at most one pole, so \D\ being even must be zero. Hence A = A C\ B = B. This says that S stabilizes the finite set A and hence some power of S fixes all points of A. Thus, by assumption, oo G A = B. But then oo is not a pole of the polynomial f -fsof-f must be a constant, which proves the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let K = 4(t) and let a G Aut¿(K) ¿>e of infinite order. Then there exists a primitive element a for K/i such that A = M(a; a) satisfies A' ■ oo ¥= oo for all i #0.
Proof. Set F = M(a; t) g PGL2(¿). It suffices to show that there exists | g PV) = i U {oo} with 7" • £ # £ for all i # 0. Indeed, if £ is such an element, choose X g PGL2(/) with X • £ = oo and set a = tT, where M(t; r) = X. Then a is a primitive element for K/4, and A = M(a; a) = XTX'1 satisfies A': ■ oo * oo for all / ¥= 0, as required.
As is well known, if F g PGL2(/) has three fixed points in P1(4) then it must be the identity. Now look at the union of the fixed points of all T' with / ^ 0. If there are at least three points in this union then, say, T" fixes u, Th fixes v, and Tc fixes w. Then Tahc fixes u, v, w so Tahc = 1 and T has finite order, contradiction. Since |Pl(/)'| > 3, there must be a point not fixed by any power of T. This proves the lemma.
Examples, (a) If a is given by t" = t + u, jug/* and char/= 0, then F = M(a; t) satisfies 7" • £ # | for all ¿ g i and i * 0. Thus we can take X= (? ij) in the above argument and get a = (i -£)-1 (£ g 4) as possible choices for a.
(b) Similarly, if /" = Ar, A G /* a nonroot of unity, then we can take a of the forma = (/ -¿)": (£ G /*).
2. Proof of the theorem. Let /f = ¿(i) and let a g Aut^(AT) be of infinite order. Set D = Q(Ka[X]), the classical division algebra of fractions of the skew polynomial ring Ka [ X] . The theorem will be a consequence of the following Proposition.
Let a g K be as in Lemma 2 and set b = a(\ -X)'1 g D. Then the subalgebra 4[a, b]Q D is free on {a, b}.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this proposition. We will proceed in a number of steps. First note that the localization of the skew power series ring ATa|[jc] Furthermore, by step (A), y is transcendental over fé'. Finally, a is transcendental over /, by definition. Thus we conclude that £r = 0 for all / g J>q and so the given relation reduces to T,[SJf i,m, = 0. But this is a polynomial equation for a over / which must be trivial. Therefore, £y = 0 for all /e/0 also, as it was to be shown. Moreover, by step (A), we have A Jfn #[y] ç c€. Now suppose that £y ejßj = 0 (7 G UÍ>0N\ ey g JT almost all = 0) is a nontrivial Jf-linear relation which is chosen so that u = max{l(J) | ey * 0} is minimal, where we have set l(J) = s for / e N1 (s ^ 0), and the number of summands with l(J) = u is minimal. Clearly, u > 1. Rewrite the above relation by isolating the "long" /'s to the left: I ejßj -I djfij, Jef ;eU,<kN' where 0 ^,/ç. N" and all ey (/ G^f) are nonzero. We can and will also assume that ey = 1 for some J g Jf. Using (i) and (ii) above, we see that (iii) A(ey/?y) = Aey • ßj + 8, where Aey g Jf and 5 is a Jf-linear combination of ß/s with /(/) < /(/).
As ey = 1 for some Je/, and hence Aey = 0, the relation (iv) AÍ£ey/Jy) = A( I djßj)
involves fewer summands with l(J) = u. Therefore, our minimality assumption implies that the latter relation is trivial. In particular, in view of (iii), we deduce that Aey = 0 for all ye/, i.e., ey G #* for all /e/. Moreover, for all / = Uv h>• • » Ju) e</> the coefficients of ßJ(X) (recall that J(l) = (j2,..., ju)) in (iv) must be equal on both sides, i.e. 
